In what follows, a gmph will be as defined in [ 11, i.e., loops and multiple lines are not permitted. When a graph is embedded in some 2-manifold, we refer to the points as rcrtices and the lines as edges. A plo~rgmph is any graph which can be embedded in the plane (or equivalently, the 2-sphere); a plane graph is any graph so embedded. A tOrOida/ gmph is any non-planar graph which can be embedded in the torus and a torus gmph is any graph so embedded.
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an his study of maximal planar graphs, Wagner [31 found that any two maximal plane graphs having the same number of vertices are equivalent under diagonal transformations. Here we extend this result to torus graphs. Although Wagner was investigating the four-color conjecture for planar graphs, a different use will be made of the analogous result for toroidal graphs.
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In what follows, a gmph will be as defined in [ 11, i.e., loops and multiple lines are not permitted. When a graph is embedded in some 2-manifold, we refer to the points as rcrtices and the lines as edges. A plo~rgmph is any graph which can be embedded in the plane (or equivalently, the 2-sphere); a plane graph is any graph so embedded. A tOrOida/ gmph is any non-planar graph which can be embedded in the torus and a torus gmph is any graph so embedded.
Generally, let 3s be any orientable 2-manifold with genus g. If a graph G 1s embeddable in Ss but not in SK_, , we say that G has genus g. If an embedding of C in Sr forms a triangulation of Sr, we say that G is gmaximal. If G is O-maximal, then G is maximal planar. If G is l-maximal, then G is muximai toroidal.
If the graph G is embedded in the 2-manifold M, ICI denotes the subset of the points of M mapped into by the embedding of G. If G is a g-maximal graph embedded in Ss, then Sr -ICI is a collection of simply connected regions called the faces of G (relative to that embedding). If xy is an edge of G, the two faces of G incident with xy are referred to in terms of their triangular boundaries xyz and xyw, respectively, where z and w are not adjacent (joined by an edge). A new g-maximal graph G' may be obtained by removing the edge .uy and inserting the edge zw in its place. This operation is called the diagonar transformation at xy and is denoted for convenience by T,, . The transformed graph G' will be written TX,, G and, where the specitic edges are understood, T, . . . T, T, C will denote the result of per forming n consecutive diagonal transformations on G at these edges. If H = T, . . . Tz T, G, then H and G are equivalent under diagonal transformations 12, p. 91.
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In this se&ion it will be shown that if G and H are any two maximal torus graphs having p vertices. then C and H are equivalent under diagonal transformations. In order to establish this, we proceed in a fashion dlfferent from the usual n ,:thod of proof for Wagner's theorem in the plane 12, p. 91. Wagner :-theorem for the torus will be established via two lemmas which are proved after the following definitions.
Let G be a maximal torus graph and let ul, u2, ..,, u, be the vertices of a polygon in G. Then this polygon is a bounding polygon if it separates the torus into two disjoint subsets, each having that polygon as a boundary; one of the subsets, being homeomorphic to the open 2-disc, is called the interior of the polygon. A vertex v of G is called a bound vertex if it lies in the interior of a bounding triangle. All other vertices are called free. Roof. If G and H are already isomorphic, no diagonal transformations arti necessary. Suppose first that iff: G-u + H-v is an isomorphiam, thon u and v lie in the interiors of corresponding bounding triangles, say ~1~2~3 and v1 ~2~3. The subgraph of G induced by uI ~2113 along with all its interior points is maximal planar, and by Wagner's theorem a sequence of diagonal transformations limited to the interior of ill ~2~3 suffices to take G into a maximal torus graph in which this triangle along with its interior point induces a subgraph of G isomorphic with the subgraph of H induced by vl vtv3 and its interior points. Since G and H are already isomorphic outside of u1 ~2~3 and vl ~2~3, the Lemma follows.
Suppose secondly that if f: G-u + H-v is our isomorphism then u, u2u3 and ul u2v3 are not corresponding triangles under this isomorphism. Let U; u;u; be the bounding triangle of G corresponding to u1 ~2~3 under the isomorphism. We will show to "move" u into the triangle u;u;u;.
Let xyz and xyw be two bounding triangles of G one of which, say xyw, is a face of G and the other xyz contains a single interior vertex II as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
In the transitions between Gigs. 2(a) and Z(h), and then between Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), are two diagonal transformations having the effect of moving the vertex u from the interior of xyz to the interior of xyw. Between u1 ~2~3 and U;U;U; there is guaranteed the existence of an alternating sequence of faces F1, F2, . . . , F, and edges, each edge incident with the two faces neighboring it in the sequence, by the fact that ul and u', are connected by a path and that G is a maximal torus graph. Suppose that the first edge of this sequence is u1 u2. Then by the arguments used in the first section of this proof, we may find a sequence of diagonal transformations taking the subgraph induced by t(t u2u3 and its interior vertices into a subgraph like that shown in Fig. 3 (a) in which a single vertex u' lies in the interior of a bounding triangle having u1 242 as an edge. By Lemma 1 it is obvious that we may move bound vyrtices at will around maximal torus graphs in the following sense. Let G be a maximal torus graph and let ul ~2~3 be a bounding triangle, henceforth called the triangle of residence. Now uI 142~3 may already contain some vertices in its interior, but there may be other bound vertices of (; not lying in the interior of u, u2 u3. Let v be such a vertex. Then Lemma ? says that a sequence of diagonal transformations will take G into a new maxi& torus graph identical to G except that o is missing and there is a new bound vertex in the triangle of residence. We have in effect moved v into the residence. By applying this operation a sufficient number of times, we will obtain a maximal torus graph G' in which all the bound vertices reside in ut ~2~3. In such a case, we will say that the residence is full. Clearly, any bounding triangle may be chosen as residence and boundaries we will designate ulu3wI, ulufw2, 02~4~3, u2u4w4. The vertices w, , w2, w3 and w4 may or may not be distinct and the remaining argument is divided into cases accordingly. C;hse 1. IIw,, w2, ~3, W411 = 4. Here the vertices wi are all distinct and it is not possiib!e for the edges w1 w2 and w3w4 simultaneously to be present in C. Thus one of the diagonal transformations TV, ", or TV, vI is possible and this transformation may be followed by T,,, or T,,, , respectively, resulting in a maximal torus graph in which u has degree one less than in G.
Gzse 2. liwt, M'~, w3. w4 1 I = 2. Fig. 5 displays a possible configuration of edges induced by the vertices Wi in this case. Since it is no longer requinsd that the vertices Wr be distinct, it is now possible that the edges w1 w2 and W~H'J .dre simultaneously present in C. We will assume this since otherwise WB may make the same argument as was made in Case 1. (The following argument is not changed if wI = w3 and w2 * w4 .) The edge wt w2 is incident with exactly two faces of G in its embedding in the torus. Let these faces be wt w22 and w1 wtz'. Now z and z' are neither identical nor adjacent. Thus we may perform the diagonal transformation T,, wi followed by the transformation TV, vt followed by T vvI , resulting in a maximal torus graph in which u has degree one less than in G.
Gase 3. ltwr, w2, w3, w4} I = 3. The argument is complicated by the fact that in this case alone, under the assumption that wI w2 and w3 w4 are present in G, there is a possibility that w3 = ui . If this is assumed to be the case, there are just two possibilities for the configurations of the four faces incident with u1 u3 and u2 u4. These are displayed in Fig.  6 where, for convenience, additional vertices adjacent to u have been omitted from the figure. In Fig. 6(a) , if the region of the torus bounded by the polygon w, w4 v2 u3 contains a free vertex in its interior, then for the two faces w1 w4z and wt w4z' we have that z and z' are not adjacent, whence the sequence TW, ,,,, , To, ", . I& of diagonal transformations will take G into a maximal torus graph in which u has degree one less than in G. Assume then the contrary. It is obvious that w1 u2 is an edge of G since u3 and ':a4 are already adjacent. The above sequence of transtbrmations would still be possible if w1 w4 is incident with a face whose third vertex z' lies in the interior of the polygon u1 w I w4 u1 uu4. However, z' may be identical with one of these vertices. These are considered in turn: z' # vI , since wl is adjacent to v1 ; also z' # WI, z' # w4 and t' # ~4, since w4 is adjacent to v4 .This leaves only the possibility that z' = U. We wjll assume this to be the ~;a%. Our last attempt at a sequence of diagonal transformations to reduce the degree of v is focused on the edge V, w, . Let v, w, v3 and u1 wIz be the two faces incident with this edge. 'I'he sequence Tu, w,t T,,,, . T,, will have the desired effect on (2 if Tu,Iv, is possible, and this transformation is not possible only if t = 0,. Assume this to be the case. In Fig. 6(a) , by including the dashed edges, we see the configuration arrived at so far. It will be recognized that the subgraph of G induced by the vertices u, vl, v2, v3. v.,, wl, w4 is an embedding of K, in the torus and thus all the other vertices of C are bound. But it was initially assumed t'lat CT had more than 7 free vertices. One of the foregoing assumptioris rn.:st, therefore, be impossible under the circumstances and the corresponding sequence of transformations reducing the degree of v is acourdizgly possible.
In the remaining possibility when w3 = vl, let wI w3v3 and wI w2z be the two faces incident with the edge w1 w3. Now z # v,. u. vl, w2, ~4. w3, and thus z must be an interior vertex for the polygon with these points. Since v3 and z cannot be adjacent in G, the sequence T .T , T, will have the desired effect on v. Fig. 7 shows a possiwbjrionYi)gu;ratiok of points Wi when u1 # wg . (The only other possible configuration is symmetric with that of Fig. 7 and the argument is the same.)
If the polygon u3w1 ~4~2 contains any free intetior vertices, the ver- tices z and z' of the faces w3 w4z and w3 w4z' are not adjacent and the sequence Tw,,,,, , T, v . TV, may be used to obtain the desired result.
Assume this is not the'case:then the edge u3w4 must be present in G.
Since the diagonal transformation T, ,,, is still not precluded, however, it is necessary to examine the possibil& for the position of z' on the other side of w3 w4. If z' lies in the interior of the polygon w3 w2 u3 u4 ~4, then Kv,ul. will be possible. Assuming this not to be the case leads to the choice z' = w2 and the edge wz w4 must, therefore, also be present in G.
Turning now to an attempt to perform TW, wp , let w, w2 w4 and w1 w2z be the two faces incident with w, w2. Proof. Assuming that p >_ 7, we show that G (and also H) may be brought into the (normal) form isomorphic with the graph shown in Fig. 8 . This is K, with one of its triangles replaced by the Wagner normal form for mnximal plane graphs.
First, by a sequence of diagonal transformations, all the bound verticc's are moved into a single triangle of residence. If more than seven fre-vertices remain, the degree of a given free vertex may be fo;vered by 1 a%er another sequence of transformations. If during this sequence it is M vessary to move the triangle of residence for the bound vertices, this ::i 111 be done using still more transformations. When this procedure has V.*. :U applied to the given vertex enough times, it has degree 3 and is now a bound vertex, whence it is moved to the current triangle of residence. We continue in this fashion until there are only seven free vertices left. Applying Wagner's theorem in the plane to the bound vertices in the triangle of residence, these may be nicely arranged as shown in the corresponding triangle of Fig. 8 by however many more transformations are required. Since the same procedure can be carried out on II, the reverse procedure will take the normal form on p vertices into H. Putting together these two sequences of diagonal transformations takes the maximal torus graph G into the maximal torus graph H.
If p C 7, the graphs G and H are unique and thus isomorphic already.
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A subsequent paper will discuss a characterization of planar and toroidal graphs using the notion of diagomtl transformation divorced from its geometrical context and placed in a wholly combinatorial setting.,ThIs characterization will be mainly of value for its constructive character, enabling one to generate all planar or toroidal graphs by using the implicit algorithm.
Wagner's theorem, however, has an interest independent of such results and the question of its validity for surfaces Ss when g > 1 appears to be difficult to resolve. The technique of the present theorem is impossible tc apply to S, , for example, since the representing fgure is an octagon and more than four muttally adjacent "vi-points" are required to make the present argument8 feasible. Perhaps for this reason alone, one should be unwilling to make the obvious conjecture.
